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Synopsis: 
En families road trip tager en frygtindgydende drejning, da de sent på aftenen ankommer 
til en afsidesliggende campingplads for at overnatte ved nogle familiemedlemmer. 
Campingpladsen virker underligt forladt, og til familiens rædsel viser det sig, at tre 
maskerede psykopater huserer i tågebelagte mørke der indhyller campingpladsen. De fire 
familiemedlemmers vilje til overlevelse bliver sat på en frygtelig prøve og døden synes at 
gemme sig bag hvert et hjørne.  
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ABOUT THE FILM 
 
In The Strangers: Prey at Night, three eerily disguised assailants emerge from the darkness to 
indiscriminately terrorize unsuspecting, innocent individuals going about their business.  “The Strangers: 
Prey at Night is inspired by Bryan Bertino’s The Strangers, from ten years ago, with Liv Tyler and Scott 
Speedman,” explains director Johannes Roberts.  “I’m a huge fan of the first movie and what Bryan did as a 
director.  With this film, the movie centers on a family bringing their daughter to boarding school.  It is a 
family struggling to connect and on the verge of falling apart.  On their journey, they stop-off at trailer park 
to stay overnight.  As they begin to settle in for the night, a menacing presence appears in the form of three 
masked strangers, who intend to hunt and lethally harm them one-by-one, and now the family must rely on 
each other to survive.  It is pretty dark and gruesome.” 
 
Similar to the original film, the central characters in The Strangers: Prey at Night are more than a plot 
device for blood and gore.  “The original film, The Strangers, differentiated itself from the typical home 
invasion movie by building a relationship between the characters which made it more effective when the 
frightening intruders arrive to terrorize them,” says producer James Harris.  “With this film, we, again, 
wanted the audience to care about the characters upfront because if they are not invested in the 
characters, then they don’t care if these characters die, and that’s an important element to heightening the 
suspense and experiencing the fear.” 
 
In addition to creating characters with a compelling emotional journey to build the fear, having three 
disguised antagonists stalking and slaying unwitting victims at random is the crucial component that drives 
the terror.  “With this film, I didn’t want to rely upon jump scares to get the audience to react,” explains 
Roberts.  “I didn’t want someone to come out of the dark when you least expect it and go ‘Boo’ and the 
audience jumps.  Jump scares can be cool and fun, but this isn’t that movie.  This is a movie about dread 
and atmosphere.” 
 
“The audience sees the strangers before our characters do, and they’re just there,” continues Roberts.  
“When the characters come face-to-face with these terrifying assailants who just want to kill them, it invokes 
a horrific, inevitable and unreasoning psychological fear that makes the film scary.” 
 
And the randomness by which these strangers choose their targets also increases the fear because no one 
is safe.  “I think what’s interesting about the strangers is that they are always trying to play with the 
protagonists,” says Harris.  “The fear of having three people, who you don’t even know, doing something for 
no motive whatsoever, essentially committing a pointless horrific act is terrifying to people because it 
means no one is chosen for a reason.  It’s just about being in the wrong place at the wrong time.  And that 
plays into people’s fears.” 
 
Although the two films share a similar approach to their central characters and both feature the strangers, 
where they diverge is in the setting and action.  “The Strangers: Prey at Night is a bigger film with more 
scale,” explains Harris.  “We took the same villains from the first one and placed them in a scenario 
involving an entire family who is still dealing with similar challenges that the characters in the first film dealt 
with.  And instead of interior setting, this story occurs outside in a trailer park with more stunts, action and 
logistical issues.” 
 
In making The Strangers: Prey at Night, Roberts employed elements of classic horror films from the 
seventies and eighties.  “Cinematically, I wanted this film to fit into the world of The Strangers, but I wanted 
a more retro and darker feel to this,” explains Roberts.  “I’m a massive John Carpenter fan and his film 
Christine is very much an influence for me on this movie.  Essentially, the pallet for The Strangers: Prey at 
Night is a mixture of John Carpenter’s films and other classic horror movies such as Duel, Don’t Look Now, 
Halloween and The Texas Chainsaw Massacre.  All of these films I drew upon, in one way or another, as 
inspiration for The Strangers: Prey at Night. It wears its influences openly and proudly, and it’s definitely a 
movie from the heart.” 
 
The element that influenced Roberts the most is the strange car from Christine, with a mind of its own, and 
having a terrifying truck in this film played prominently in director’s decision to helm The Strangers: Prey at 
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Night.  “The thing that drew me to this movie was the truck.  It is like a character in the movie,” says 
Roberts.  “I’ve put a lot emphasis on the truck to add to the drama.  In placing one of the strangers behind 
the wheel, the truck, itself, comes alive and seems as if it is stalking and trying to kill the family as well.” 
 
With the success of the original film and its massive appeal to horror fans, the filmmakers had little difficulty 
in finding the perfect cast to portray the terrorized family.  “The cast on The Strangers: Prey at Night is 
phenomenal. We got super lucky,” says Roberts.  “Christina Hendricks was the first to sign on.  She was 
a huge fan of the first movie, and she threw herself into the role of Cindy, the matriarch of the family.  It 
was great working with her.  She’s got a real force of a personality.” 
 
The multiple Emmy-nominated actress from “Mad Men” did not have to think twice before agreeing to 
participate in the film.  “I got a call from one of my representatives telling me that they received an offer for 
me to play this role, but did not know if I wanted to do it,” recalls Hendricks.  “They told me the title and I 
immediately said, ‘I’m in,’ because I’m a huge fan of the first film.  It’s one of the scariest movies I’ve ever 
seen in my life.  Also, I like the genre very much.  So, I just thought it was cool and exciting.” 
 
In her portrayal of Cindy, Hendricks saw a caring mother desperately trying to bridge the parent – teenager 
divide.  “Cindy is the mother of two teenagers who are going through a hard time,” says Hendricks.  “She’s 
a loving mother who’s trying to do the best for her daughter and son in any way she can. And sometimes 
she just doesn’t know what to do; but, she is willing to do whatever it takes to help her kids.” 
 
For Hendricks, the bond between the cast helped to create a familial atmosphere.  “The nice thing about 
this group of actors is everyone has been very open with one another,” says Hendricks.  “There was a level 
of intimacy right away.  And we truly enjoyed each other’s company which translated into a wonderful family 
dynamic.”  
 
To invoke the fear that her character experiences, Hendricks chose to be in the moment and let the scene 
unfold.  “There have been some moments on set that have been scary,” states Hendricks.  “Of course, 
anyone who is a fan of the first one knows the famous scene when one of the strangers knocks on the door 
and says, ‘Hi!  Is Tamara there?’ which just makes my skin crawl.  So, we have our own version of that 
moment and in rehearsal I got giddy and excited to do it.” 
 
“But, I’m going to be honest. I haven’t read the whole script, which I’ve never done before on a project,” 
continues Hendricks.  “I’m such a fan of the original that I want to experience the fear first hand in the same 
way the audience would as they watch the film.  Besides, I don’t know how much you can prepare for these 
types of scenes.  You just have to be in the moment as much as possible and go there.” 
 
Aside from letting the scene play out, Hendricks found the film’s premise in and of itself to be terrifying.  
“The thing that frightens me the most is that no one knows who the strangers are, and there isn’t any rhyme 
or reason for doing what they do – that’s what’s scary.  It’s something that’s done on a whim and without 
purpose that makes it even scarier than someone who actually sits down and plans to end a life.” 
 
From personal experience, Hendricks knows the fear that emerges when a stranger invades one’s dwelling.  
“I have had moments in my life where someone was trying to break into my house while I was there and it 
was terrifying,” recalls Hendricks.  “You know the sounds of your house, when all of a sudden you hear 
something that shouldn’t be there.  And that feeling of seeing a silhouette of someone in a window is very 
terrifying.  I think that’s why this movie scares me so deeply because I’m afraid of just normal people 
deciding to mess with you.  It’s not a God/Devil thing.  It’s not a space creature.  It’s not supernatural.  It’s 
literally someone coming over to f**k with you. That’s what I’m scared of.” 
 
Bailee Madison plays Hendricks’s rebellious teenage daughter, Kinsey, who is struggling to find her way 
in the world.  “Kinsey is a very fierce minded, original, teenage girl who feels very disconnected from her 
family, and that’s something she so desperately wants to change,” explains Madison.  “She wants to be 
connected; she wants to feel like she belongs.  But she’s at a point right now where she feels like there is 
no hope and even if she tries she’ll fail, so she puts up this strong barrier that prevents her family from 
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getting too close to her.  And through the challenges that she faces and the grueling obstacles she has to 
overcome, she discovers what’s important and what’s worth fighting for.” 
 
From the moment Madison read the script, she knew that this was the type of horror film that she longed to 
be a part of given its emphasis on the human component before the terror.  “I’ve read a lot of horror scripts 
prior to this one, where the characters are thrown into very inhumane, awful environments, and the 
humanity is lost making it hard to feel for them,” says Madison.  “And what The Strangers: Prey at Night 
does so well is that from the moment the film picks up you are thrown into the lives of these people and you 
are fighting just as hard as they are.  That’s the kind of horror film that grabs me and gets to me, which is 
why I love this project so much and wanted to be a part of it.” 
 
Doing this film also gave Madison an opportunity to confront her worst fears.  “Filming The Strangers: Prey 
at Night has been petrifying for me,” remarks Madison.  “It’s so scary. I hate people in masks.  I can’t do 
Halloween horror nights.  I can’t do the scare jumps.  I can’t do the mazes.  I sob through the whole theme 
park, covering my eyes.  When I signed on to do this, a couple of my friends said to me, ‘You realize you 
just signed on for your biggest fear right?  This is your worst nightmare thrown into one huge package.’  I 
said, ‘Yea, I’m ready to tackle this.’  But the first time I saw The Man in the Mask, Pinup, and Dollface, I 
went ghost white.  I was actually rude to them, too, because I was so scared.” 
 
However, being surrounded by the things that petrify her the most, Madison still managed to find the fun in 
making a horror film.  “Christina and I had a big scare when they bolted us into the bathroom set,” recalls 
Madison.  “Dollface bangs on the door, and I said to Christina, ‘Holy smokes, this is crazy.’  In that moment, 
we both looked at each other and said, ‘We’re making a really scary movie,’ which was fun.” 
 
Although Madison had much to fear in filming The Strangers: Prey at Night, she was incredibly fearless 
when it came to doing her own stunts.  “All of the stunts in the film have been so exciting,” says Madison.  
“Cal Johnson, our stunt coordinator, has been wonderful with letting me do as many stunts as he thinks are 
safe, but I still want to do them all.  I have several battle wounds to show for it.  I might get a little banged 
up, but it’s worth it – I love doing stunts.” 
 
Like Hendricks, Madison also shared an instantaneous connection with her co-stars.  “When the entire cast 
arrived on location, everything effortlessly fell into place,” explains Madison.  “I think that we were all so 
excited and grateful to be a part of this movie and this experience that we lifted each other up and dove into 
these characters head first with no precautions, no safety nets, just us opening ourselves up in the most 
vulnerable way.  And because we were able to do that, we all had to be there for each other and we 
became really close.  So, I’m fortunate to be a part of this family, and I feel like I now have friends for life, 
which is really nice.” 
 
In casting Madison as Kinsey, Roberts discovered a kindred spirit.  “Bailee is just hilarious,” says the 
director.  “We get on like a house on fire.” 
 
Madison shares an equal affinity for Roberts.  “I fell in love with Johannes before I got to meet him,” says 
Madison.  “When we finally met, I just got such a sense that this man is a kind-hearted human being who 
loves what he does, loves his crew members, loves his cast, and is a big fan of this project.  When you 
have a movie that was so successful and you’re reimagining the story years later, you want someone to 
pour his heart and soul into it, and this man is doing that every day.  It’s a joy to get to work alongside of 
him and to get to see him work.  I’m a fan of Johannes’ and I will be for life.  I’m really happy we got to do 
this together.” 
 
Playing opposite of Madison is Lewis Pullman as Luke, the golden child older brother of Kinsey.  “Lewis 
has a natural charm and ease to him,” says Harris.  “When we put him with Madison, they felt very much 
like brother and sister.” 
 
The two first met in Los Angeles prior to filming and immediately hit it off and, having worked with Pullman’s 
father, actor Bill Pullman, on a previous project, Madison sensed they would get along.  “I absolutely adored 
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him,” she says of her first meeting with the younger Pullman.  “I think our connection was just bound to 
happen.” 
 
Once on set, Pullman was able to develop a greater understanding of his character’s role as a mediator 
between Madison’s character and their parents, which sets up the story and is central to the family’s 
dynamics.  “Luke is constantly getting caught in the crossfire and I think that’s part of what makes him such 
an incredibly relatable character. I think you could probably find a ‘Luke’ in almost every family,” states 
Pullman.  “When the audience is first being introduced to the family, it’s right amidst a period where I think 
Luke is beginning to get a little worn out from constantly trying to be this kind of equalizer amongst his 
family, or at least a buffer between Kinsey and their parents.  Luke is a good kid who is put in a position 
where maybe that’s not the easiest thing to be, and as an audience we watch him struggle with that. Once 
the strangers arrive on the scene, I think the idea of being a ‘good kid’ goes from ‘help your sister cope with 
her problems’ to ‘help your sister get out alive’ pretty quick.” 
 
When it came to filming the action sequences, Pullman found the showdown his character has at the pool 
with The Man in the Mask, played by Damian Maffei, to be one of the most spectacular to shoot.  “The pool 
scene was definitely one of the most memorable scenes that we’ve shot so far.  It was one of the biggest 
challenges and at the same time one of the scariest,” he recalls.  “Damian is very conscious of the fact that 
his face is masked and so he uses his body incredibly intentionally.  When he charged at me with the ax, 
those small, minute details he used in his body language were what really scared the hell out of me.” 
 
For Pullman, the trailer park set is just as frightening as the villains themselves.  “There have been a 
plethora of instances where I have been terrified on this set.  The set is truly eerie and almost of a character 
within itself.  Ryan Samul, the DP, really lit the hell out of it and made it this sort of terrifyingly beautiful 
playground for the strangers,” says the actor.  “The shadows are extra dark and the light is extra light.  With 
that contrast comes a lot of mystery and I think it’s that in-between, that almost purgatory-like feeling of the 
park, that really captures the essence of the strangers.” 
 
Like the rest of the cast, Pullman has thoroughly enjoyed working under Roberts’ direction.  “Working with 
Johannes, for me, has been a complete pleasure and I think anyone on set will say the same.  He has the 
excitability of a 12-year-old boy stepping onto a paintball course, so he gets jazzed up about pretty much 
every scene.  It’s impossible not to pick up on that and ride the waves of his excitement,” he says.  “That’s a 
pretty rare trait and I find it really invaluable as an actor.  He has a really good sense of what keeps a movie 
moving forward and is continually reminding us of those points.  And I think he knows how to make a damn 
good movie.” 
 
Pullman admits he was not initially a fan of the horror genre, which is linked to him sneaking in a viewing of 
Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds at what was probably too young an age. “But then I got to an age where I was 
like, ‘I might have to revisit this, because I have a feeling I am depriving myself of a world of awesome,’ 
and then I kind of became obsessed with it,” he remembers. “That’s why I was so excited when I read the 
script for The Strangers: Prey at Night and I thought ‘oh my gosh, I might get to be a part of this world of 
awesome.’” 
  
While reading the script, Pullman recalled when he first watched The Strangers with his dad. “We don’t 
watch scary movies together that much,” he explains. “We couldn’t stop talking during the movie, 
continually interrupting saying things like, ‘I would have done something different. I would have grabbed the 
knife and done this or that.’ We were clearly just breaking the tension in how scared we were because it’s 
an incredibly well-done horror movie.” 
 
Portraying Mike, the steadfast patriarch of the family is Martin Henderson.  “As a kid, I grew up watching 
Martin in ‘Shortland Street,’” recalls Roberts.  “When he came forward for this role, I said, ‘God, I love 
Martin Henderson.’  He’s a very funny, laid back and chill guy.  He’s the dad you want.” 
 
Henderson was intrigued about the family drama in this film that begins with two parents taking their 
daughter to boarding school.  “We band together for one last weekend as we take her away, so at the 
beginning of the film there is a lot of tension within the family,” he says.  “We spend the night in a trailer 
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park just close to where we’ll be delivering our daughter the next morning, and shortly after settling into our 
trailer, things start getting a little odd, and then a bit of horror ensues as we’re sort of systematically hunted 
down by these masked strangers that come out of nowhere, with no identity, as they’re intent on killing us 
all.” 
 
After starring in very successful horror film The Ring, Henderson appreciated that The Strangers: Prey at 
Night centers on a different type of antagonist.  “I think what struck me was just how airy the atmosphere 
was after the first kill where you see there’s nothing personal about this at all.  It’s purely the strangers’ joy 
of taking another’s life and witnessing that almost passively, without menace, without celebration, without 
any sort of revenge or anything personal, which I found horrifying,” states the actor.  “I don’t see a lot of 
horror movies, so this was the first film of its kind that I’ve read in years and I was shocked.  It’s got some 
twists to it and there’s something so shocking - and obviously violent - but something surprising about each 
kill, the way it happens and the pointlessness of it.” 
 
It’s the lack of motive that frightens Henderson most about the strangers.  “There doesn’t seem to be any 
feasible theory as to why the strangers are doing what they’re doing.  I think that’s part of what makes the 
movie so terrifying, that it’s impersonal.  There’s no rhyme or reason.  There’s nothing personal in it, other 
than the desire to kill,” he says.  “And because we never get to know them as characters, we don’t 
understand their reasons why.  I think it’s that total ambiguity and the unanswered component to the movie 
that makes it so terrifying.  It’s so senseless and you realize these characters are just at the mercy of 
something they didn’t even create.” 
 
Filming such intense, terrifying scenes on location may have been what brought the cast together so 
quickly.  “As a cast, we get along great and I think it’s just one of those fortunate things,” says Henderson.  
“It partly could be the fact that we’re all lumped together, a long way from home, working night shoots and 
then spending our nights in this warehouse being attacked and screaming and running in this intense 
situation.” 
 
Overall, Henderson has enjoyed the collaborative environment Roberts creates on set.  “He’s got that 
wonderful mix of knowing exactly what he wants but he’s not afraid to try something else in case it’s better, 
and I think that allows you to feel like you’re contributing to the process,” he explains.  “He’s always open to 
new ideas and exploring, and I think it ignites your own creativity as an actor.” 
 
To bring forth the terror at the center of The Strangers: Prey at Night required character actors to depict 
these ominous assailants.  “The strangers had to be great performers capable of stunts,” says Roberts.  
“They had to have a variety of attributes such as the playfulness of Dollface and Pinup as well as a tall, 
lanky, slouchy vibe for The Man in the Mask.  Essentially, we wanted actors who had the ability to be a 
character.  It was quite an involved process to get them right because it was done so well in the first one.  
And we found actors who bring their own creativity to these characters making them scarier and 
heightening the horror.” 
 
In addition to having menacing, masked murderers lurking in the darkness, the filmmakers needed the right 
location for gaining a tense and fearsome atmosphere – one that was both remote and enclosed, and also 
completely cut-off from civilization to help to accentuate the terror of being alone while somebody is coming 
after you. “The biggest challenge of making the film was finding the perfect location,” says Harris.  “We 
didn’t want to use a traditional trailer park because it was too small.  We needed something more sprawling, 
like a cross between a holiday vacation setting and a trailer park, but that doesn’t exist.  So, we had to get a 
plot of land and create the trailer park from scratch.” 
 
To also create a frightening and effective horror mise-en-scene required filming to be done in the cover of 
darkness.  “Most of the film was shot at night which is its own logistical nightmare,” says Harris.  “When you 
are shooting nights, it is tough sometimes to keep everybody’s energy levels at a certain point the whole 
way through.  At the same time, you are in a race against the light of day.  Filming was done in the month of 
July with limited hours of darkness.  It constantly feels like you are against the clock.  But you can’t fight 
nature.  If it gets light, it gets light.” 
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Adding to the terror of the location and atmosphere is the malevolent truck.  “We had to match the model 
from the original film because we felt that there should be continuity between the vehicles,” explains Harris.  
“We found a similar model and we spray painted it.  In the first film, you can’t see the truck from all angles; 
therefore, we had a lot of back and forth about certain sides and panels of the truck.  Was the bonnet red? 
Is it white?  Then we had to get six other trucks:  two that got fireproofed, two that were reinforced for 
stunts, and two for driving.” 
 
“The trucks go through so many different incarnations,” continues Harris.  “We have a fantastic camera car 
guy, Brandon, who is constantly un-destroying them to make them function so we can use them in some 
other form in the movie.” 
 
The Strangers: Prey at Night would not be complete without a blaze of fire and destruction in its wake.  “My 
favorite scene so far is probably one of the many times the truck has been set on fire or seems to be 
destroyed,” says Harris.  “We have a great stunt team and SFX team but every time you never know what 
you’re going to get.  They don’t give you a preview before the director calls, ‘Action.’  You only know that 
there is going to be fire and explosions.  It’s quite exhilarating to sit there waiting to see the climactic 
outcome.” 
 
Braving the flames and executing the truck sequences is Stunt Coordinator Cal Johnson – who incidentally, 
performed the same job on The Strangers.  In a compelling sequence of pyrotechnics, Johnson has the 
honors of standing in for The Man in the Mask. “In one of the scenes, we rear-ended a cop car at about 38 
miles an hour,” says Johnson.  “Then, we disabled the cop car and had the actress inside so that the truck 
could pull up beside her and taunt her a little bit.  The car is totally disabled.  She’s throws a match down 
and blows up both vehicles with me inside of it but not actually inside.” 
 
“With the truck engulfed in flames and me inside driving it, she runs down the road and I start chasing her.  
We get to an intersection, and again, I circle the truck around her to taunt her some more.  It’s a pretty cool 
sequence.” 
 
For the fire sequences, Johnson made sure that all the safeguards and precautions were in place.  “We 
prepped it just like I’m on fire,” explains Johnson.  “We did a full body prep on me that included two gel 
layers and a full fire suit.  We got a Nomex hood and Nomex everything else.  In case there’s a breach in 
the cockpit, I’m covered and then I’ll be able to exit while we have my safety guys standing by, too.” 
 
“I’ve been with this crew for about 4 or 5 years now. They’re the top team in Atlanta,” continues Johnson.  
“One guy is the leading fire expert in the United States.  Together, we constantly prep fire burns, we test fire 
burns, come up with new different ways to set people, cars and trucks on fire.  So, we’re always constantly 
improving what we know, our knowledge base and moving forward with that.” 
 
Roberts views the music – encompassing both the score by Adrian Johnston and the soundtrack – in The 
Strangers: Prey at Night as its own character in the film.  “I’d fallen in love with the music by Adrian 
Johnston in I Am Not a Serial Killer, so I specifically chased him for this film, knowing that he would bring a 
sort of sensibility and a heart to it,” says the director.  “It’s not just an underscore – it’s there.  It’s right up 
and central, and you’ll feel the Carpenter influence and others throughout the movie.  Music can always 
make you jump with a loud noise and set you on edge by being discordant, but what I love with the score 
on The Strangers: Prey at Night is that it is so intertwined with the emotions of the scene that we are drawn 
into the survival of these characters - and that is where true horror comes from, once you care about your 
protagonists.”  
 
Although the haunting, driving tone of the score may be an expected element of a horror film, the 
counterpoint of ‘80s pop songs playing in scenes of extreme terror represents a choice that bucks the norm.  
Roberts always planned to have a rock ballad play over a sequence where Lewis Pullman and The Man in 
the Mask duke it out in a swimming pool, but extending that era’s music across the full soundtrack of the 
film evolved during the editing process.  Roberts explains, “Once we got into post and dropped Bonnie 
Tyler, which was my first and only choice for the scene, on over the pool sequence, it started to make 
sense to have the truck always playing eighties, and then across the whole movie.  It just matched the 
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shooting style so well.” Producer Harris recalls, "Johannes is a huge Jim Steinman fan, and that started the 
ball rolling. Once we had 'Total Eclipse,' the idea to have the whole film in that style fell into place. It makes 
it feel different to other movies out there and is the music we grew up with. I think the pool scene to Bonnie 
Tyler is one of the best scenes to music I have watched in recent memory."  
 
Beyond complementing the visual aesthetic of the film, the eighties music incorporated a unique opportunity 
to further enmesh the audience in the uneasiness of the film.  “It is always fun to juxtapose a great upbeat 
track against a dark scene,” says Roberts.  “I think what is interesting about the music in this film is how 
enjoyable some of the scenes become - and then that is, in turn, quite uncomfortable." Music supervisor 
Phil Canning agrees that it's the subversion of expectations that is so unnerving: "There is something so 
chilling about the bright, throw away, sing-a-long pop hits soundtracking the slaying and fear. It's that happy 
simplistic pop music, luring you into a false sense of security, giving you a warm fuzzy feeling of your old 
memory of that song, before tearing into new and relentless fear you have not known." The contrast builds 
another level in the rollercoaster the audience rides while watching the film. Harris explains, "I think it takes 
people into an unexpected, different feeling, and this really helps when we ramp the terror up again." 
 
Different from other films, the needle drops in The Strangers: Prey at Night are organic in-scene tracks 
rather than audio overlay, and they become the calling card of the strangers' kills, which further 
underscores the randomness of their mayhem. As Canning notes, "There is a clear amoral attitude of the 
killers - murder and terror without any remote reason - and so the pop/rock music accentuates how little 
they care, and how they can go about their business so freely, still listening to rock radio and power 
ballads." 
 
In the end, all of the songs turned out to be very personal selections for Roberts.  “You’ll be going through 
my childhood record collection when watching this movie,” the director explains.  “I love all the tracks, but 
my favorite are the two Jim Steinman tracks, ‘Total Eclipse of the Heart’ and ‘Making Love Out of Nothing at 
All.’  The scenes in which they’re featured take on an almost operatic quality once the tracks are put over 
the top.  I’ve always loved repetitive music: I feel that a theme played over and over again starts to pick up 
emotions, like rolling a snowball across the snow, becoming larger and larger.  Carpenter is the king of this, 
and it’s something Adrian really focused on with the score, but Jim Stienman is fantastic at doing this as 
well.  I love the chorus at the end of ‘Making Love’ just repeating over and over at the end of the film.  It’s 
playing horror in a different way, something quite beautiful I think.” 
 
 
ABOUT THE CAST 
 
CHRISTINA HENDRICKS (Cindy) is best known for her portrayal of Joan Holloway on AMC’s critically 
acclaimed series “Mad Men.”  Hendricks’ portrayal of Joan has earned the actress six Emmy nominations in 
the category of Best Supporting Actress in a Drama Series.  “Mad Men” won the 2008, 2009, 2010 and 
2011 Emmy Award for outstanding drama series, the 2009 Golden Globe for Best Television Series – 
Drama as well as the 2009 and 2010 Screen Actors Guild Awards for Outstanding Performance by an 
Ensemble in a Drama Series.  Hendricks is a two-time Critics Choice Television Award winner for her role 
as Joan for Best Supporting Actress in a Drama Series.  “Mad Men’s” seventh and final season concluded 
in 2015. 
  
Hendricks just finished working as the co-lead of the feature The Burning Woman opposite Sienna Miller 
and Aaron Paul.  It was directed by Jack Scott and produced by Ridley Scott.  Before that, she had the lead 
in the Netflix film entitled Candy Jar opposite Uzo Aduba and Helen Hunt.  In the fall of 2017, Hendricks 
appears in Sony’s The Crooked House, based on an Agatha Christie novel, alongside Glenn Close and 
Gillian Anderson.  She will also be seen this fall in the Sky Atlantic series “Tin Star” opposite Tim Roth. 
 
Recently, Hendricks appeared in the Sundance Channel’s series, “Hap and Leonard” opposite James 
Purefoy and Michael Kenneth Williams.  The series is based on the characters in author Joe Lansdale’s 
novels, novellas and short stories that center on friends Hap Collins and Leonard Pine.  She also has a 
reoccurring role as the overworked servant Celine in Comedy Central’s “Another Period” co-starring Paget 
Brewster, Natasha Leggero, Jason Ritter and Michael Ian Black.  The series is a historical satire that 
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follows the lives of the obscenely rich Bellacourt family and their many servants in turn-of-the-century 
Rhode Island.  
 
On the big screen, Hendricks demonstrated her comedic chops in Mark Waters’ Bad Santa 2 alongside 
Billy Bob Thornton and Kathy Bates as well as New Line’s Fist Fight opposite Ice Cube and Charlie Day. 
 
Her other film projects include Nicolas Winding Refn’s thriller The Neon Demon with Keanu Reeves, Elle 
Fanning and Abby Lee; the Gilles Paquet-Brenner thriller Dark Places; Ryan Gosling’s directorial debut, 
Lost River; John Slattery’s directorial debut, God’s Pocket; Sally Potter’s Ginger & Rosa, starring opposite 
Annette Bening, Elle Fanning and Alessandro Nivola that earned rave reviews at the 2012 Toronto Film 
Festival; the critically acclaimed feature from Film District, Drive starring Ryan Gosling and Carey Mulligan.  
Drive received numerous award nominations including: National Board of Review, Independent Spirit 
Awards and BAFTA Awards; the film won Best Action Movie at the BFCA Critics Choice Awards. 
 
Hendricks’ additional film credits include Disney’s animated film The Pirate Fairy, the independent drama, 
Struck By Lightning, Tribeca thriller, Detachment, I Don’t Know How She Does It, Leoni, Warner Bros’ Life 
As We Know It, La Cucina, South of Pico and Driving Lessons.  
 
Her television credits include Showtime’s "Beggars and Choosers,” TNT’s "The Big Time,” NBC’s "ER," 
ABC’s "The Court," UPN’s "Kevin Hill," CBS’s "Without a Trace” and "Cold Case," and recurring roles on 
Joss Whedon's "Firefly," "Notes From the Underbelly," and "Life."   
 
In 2011, Hendricks earned rave reviews for her portrayal of, April, in Stephen Sondheim’s Broadway 
production of “Company” with the New York Philharmonic at Lincoln Center.  The New York Daily News 
lauded her performance stating, “The big yearning question:  When can we get Christina Hendricks on 
Broadway?  As the sex kitten April, she proved herself a natural on stage.” 
 
Hendricks currently resides in both New York City and Los Angeles with her husband, Geoffrey Arend. 
 
MARTIN HENDERSON (Mike) has built an impressive list of credits across film, television and theatre.  
Henderson recently appeared in Baltasar Kormakur’s Everest opposite Jason Clarke, Josh Brolin and Jake 
Gyllenhaal, which premiered at the Venice Film Festival and in the Sony film Miracles from Heaven, 
alongside Jennifer Garner.  His other films include Tjardus Greidanus’ Hellbent and the independent feature 
Juveniles. 
 
Henderson was seen in the Sundance Channel’s critically acclaimed series “Red Road” and the Network 
Ten Australia’s six-part drama series “Secrets & Lies,” for which he was nominated for a Logie Award for 
Most Outstanding Actor.  
 
His performance in the Australian crime thriller Little Fish, opposite Cate Blanchett and Sam Neill, earned 
him nominations for both an Australian Film Institute Award for Best Supporting Actor and a Film Critics 
Circle of Australia Award for Best Supporting Actor.  His other feature credits include Atom Egoyan’s Devil’s 
Knot, with Reese Witherspoon and Colin Firth, which premiered at the 2013 Toronto Film Festival, Gurinder 
Chadha’s Bride & Prejudice, Smokin’ Aces, Cedar Boys, Home by Christmas, Skagerrak, Torque, Flyboys, 
Kick, John Woo’s Windtalkers and Gore Verbinki’s The Ring,with Naomi Watts.  He also starred opposite 
Charlize Theron and Woody Harrelson in the critically acclaimed feature film Battle in Seattle. 
 
Henderson began his career when he was cast in the New Zealand television series “Strangers” and went 
on to star in the New Zealand drama “Shortland Street” where he won the Best Male Dramatic Performance 
in a Television Show Award at the New Zealand Television and Film Awards.  He then moved to Australia 
where he played an Olympian in training on the series “Sweat,” opposite Heath Ledger.  
 
In addition to his film and television achievements, Henderson is also an accomplished theatre performer.  
During his course at the Neighborhood Playhouse School of Theatre, he was seen in the off-Broadway play 
“Ophelia Thinks Harder” at the Samuel Beckett Theatre.  In 2006, he starred on stage opposite Juliette 
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Lewis in Sam Shepherd’s “Fool for Love” at the Apollo Theatre in London, and in 2008, he starred in “Cat 
on a Hot Tin Roof” for the Melbourne Theatre Company. 
 
BAILEE MADISON (Kinsey) is a true multi-hyphenate who has showcased her talent across the big and 
small screens as well as in the arena of producing content, as a host, as a philanthropic advocate and now 
as a writer.  Already an industry veteran, Madison is one of the most prolific young actresses in the 
business, effortlessly executing both dramatic and comedic roles.  
 
Madison currently stars in Hallmark’s original series “The Good Witch,” which began its third season April 
30.  She’s had recurring roles on ABC Family’s hit drama “The Fosters,” and was last seen on ABC’s 
“Trophy Wife” where she starred alongside Malin Ackerman, Bradley Whitford, and Marcia Gay Harden.  
 
On the big screen, Madison has had starring roles in such films as Parental Guidance with Billy Crystal and 
Bette Midler, Just Go With It with Adam Sandler and Jennifer Aniston, Don’t Be Afraid of the Dark with Katie 
Holmes and Brothers with Tobey Maguire and Jake Gyllenhaal which earned her a Critics Choice Movie 
Award nomination.  Additional feature and television credits include Conviction with Hilary Swank and 
Minnie Driver; Hallmark’s “Northpole,” “Letter to God,” “Taste of Romance” with Teri Polo, and “Cowgirls N’ 
Angels” with Jackson Rathbone.  Recently, Madison produced two movies Annabelle Hooper and the 
Ghosts of Nantucket and Cowgirl’s Story. 
 
Madison is equally committed to using her public profile to raise awareness for those less fortunate.  
Between filming, she has been devoting her time and energy to “Alex’s Lemonade Stand” (ALSF), an 
organization that encourages children nationwide to raise money to find a cure for childhood cancer through 
running their own lemonade stands.  In 2011, Variety honored Madison for her philanthropic efforts at the 
“Variety Power of Youth Awards” which pays homage to the industry’s most talented young activists.  In 
2012, ALSF named her their national Youth Spokesperson and she also recently launched her own an anti-
bullying campaign under the banner #IamMoreThanAWord. 
 
Madison co-wrote a Young Adult novel which will be released by Harper Collins’ imprint Blink, early next 
year.  She currently resides in Los Angeles with her family. 
 
After graduating from Warren Wilson College in May 2015, LEWIS PULLMAN (Luke) achieved his 
breakthrough role, beating out 400 actors, to play Highston Liggetts in Amazon Studios’ half-hour pilot 
“Highston” directed by Jonathan Dayton and Valerie Faris, which was been picked up to series.  
 
Pullman can most recently be seen in Elliot Lester’s Aftermath opposite Arnold Schwarzenegger and Scoot 
McNairy, currently streaming on iTunes and Amazon.  In September of this year, Lewis will be seen playing 
Steve Carell’s son in Jonathan Dayton & Valerie Faris’ Battle of the Sexes for Fox Searchlight.  His other 
film credits include Lean on Pete from the prestigious writer/director Andrew Haigh, opposite Chloë Sevigny 
and Thomas Mann which will be released by A24; and Jared Moshe’s western The Ballad of Lefty Brown 
opposite Bill Pullman, Peter Fonda, Jim Caviezel and Kathy Baker which recently premiered at SXSW to 
rave reviews. 
 
JOHANNES ROBERTS (Director) directed his first feature film straight out of university at the age of 22. 
Self-funded for £5k, the film, Sanitarium, sold around the world. For the next five years, Roberts learned 
his craft making low budget horror movies for DVD, including the cult movie Forest of the Damned staring 
Tom Savini and the world’s first series made for cell phones When Evil Calls. In 2010, Roberts wrote and 
directed the thriller F - a story of a group of teachers under attack by a group of pupils in a college after 
hours. Made for only £150k and shot on location in a school just outside Cambridge with a crew of mainly 
students, the film was picked up by Studio Canal and released theatrically in the UK to critical acclaim, 
with many citing the use of parkour in the film as revolutionary. Roberts then directed Oscar-nominated 
actor Stephen Rea in the television movie “Roadkill” for NBC before helming the science fiction thriller 
Storage 24 for Universal. Written by and starring BAFTA-winning actor Noel Clarke, the movie was lauded 
for its innovative use of award-winning practical creature effects. Roberts then wrote and directed the 
ghost story The Other Side of the Door. Filmed entirely in Mumbai and starring Sarah Wayne Callies and 
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Jeremy Sisto, it became Roberts’ first international cinema release and grossed over $15 million, 
becoming one of Fox International’s most commercially successful movies of all time.  
 
In 2016, Roberts wrote and directed the underwater thriller 47 Meters Down, the first fiction drama movie to 
be filmed almost entirely underwater. In a truly unprecedented 
twist of fate, the film was just days away from a DVD release - with copies even out in some Target and 
Walmart stores - when it was bought from Dimension by Entertainment Studios, who released the movie 
theatrically. The movie went on to earn $65 million off a budget of only $5 million and become the most 
successful independent movie of 2017. Having finished The Strangers: Prey at Night, Roberts is now in 
pre-production on 13 
O’Clock and developing 48 Meters Down and the Stephen King novella Heart in Atlantis. 
 
JAMES HARRIS (Producer) joined The Fyzz Facility in 2016 as a director of its production arm.  He is 
producing a number of upcoming The Fyzz Facility projects including Andrea di Stefano’s thriller Three 
Seconds starring Rosamund Pike, Joel Kinnaman, Common and Clive Owen; The Strangers: Prey at Night 
starring Christina Hendricks and Martin Henderson; Matthew Holness’ darkly twisted debut feature Possum; 
the 47 Meters Down sequel 48 Meters Down; and the upcoming hitman comedy Butterfingers starring 
Russell Brand.  
 
Previously, Harris made the leap to producing with prison thriller Screwed, starring Noel Clarke and James 
D’Arcy for Lionsgate.  He was co-founder of The Tea Shop & Film Company with Mark Lane, with a slate 
which included Tower Block with Jack O’Connell (2012), Cockneys vs Zombies for Studio Canal (2012), 
The Anomaly for Universal (2014), Romans starring Orlando Bloom due for release later this year, 
Eliminators with WWE, and Johannes Roberts' underwater thriller 47 Meters Down, which garnered a total 
of $60m at the worldwide box office. 
  
Harris began his career as a Production Manager and Line Producer on films such as Beyond the Rave for 
Hammer, When Evil Calls for the Horror Channel and F for Gatlin Pictures. 
 
WAYNE MARC GODFREY (Producer) is a prolific film producer, financier, CEO and co-owner of The Fyzz 
Facility, which has invested more than $285m into over 215+ feature films with an aggregate production 
spend in excess of $2bn.  Recent in-house productions include the U.S. box office smash hit 47 Meters 
Down and Jackie Chan’s The Foreigner, which has notched up over $140m box office worldwide.  Recent 
financed projects include Taylor Sheridan’s Wind River; Martin Scorsese’s Silence, Dragged Across 
Concrete starring Mel Gibson and Vince Vaughn and Rob Reiner’s Shock and Awe. 
  
Upcoming projects fully financed and produced by Godfrey include: the thriller Three Seconds starring 
Rosamund Pike, Joel Kinnaman, Ana de Armas, Common and Clive Owe; The Strangers: Prey at Night 
starring Christina Hendricks and Martin Henderson; Destination Wedding starring Keanu Reeves and 
Winona Ryder; Final Score starring Dave Bautista and Pierce Brosnan; and the 47 Meters Down sequel, 48 
Meters Down;  Matthew Heineman’s latest project A Private War starring Rosamund Pike and Jamie 
Dornan, and Martin Campbell’s City of Mist due to shoot 2018.  
 
MARK LANE (Producer) joined The Fyzz Facility in 2016 as a director of its production arm.  He is 
producing a number of upcoming projects including Andrea di Stefano’s thriller Three Seconds starring 
Rosamund Pike, Joel Kinnaman, Common and Clive Owen; The Strangers: Prey at Night starring Christina 
Hendricks and Martin Henderson; Matthew Holness’ darkly twisted debut feature Possum; the 47 Meters 
Down sequel 48 Meters Down; and the upcoming hitman comedy Butterfingers starring Russell Brand.  
  
Lane established himself in the independent feature film production industry as one half of the prolific 
producing partnership The Tea Shop & Film Company.  Since 2012, he has produced nearly a dozen 
independent feature films alongside business partner James Harris.  Lane’s credits include StudioCanal co-
production Cockneys vs Zombies, Sitges Grand Prize winner Tower Block, Noel Clarke’s The Anomaly for 
Universal Pictures, SXSW competition entry I Am Not a Serial Killer, and Dimension co-production 47 
Meters Down. 
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Before producing, Lane worked in international film sales under Simon Crowe at SC Films International, 
where he represented international multi-territory sales on dozens of feature films over a six-year career. 
 
ROBERT JONES (Producer) is an award-winning producer with a career spanning over three decades.  
His production credits include the Academy Award-winning films The Usual Suspects, Gosford Park, The 
Constant Gardener and the acclaimed Channel 4/Sundance Channel TV series “Babylon,” which he also 
co-created. 
 
As co-founder and owner of The Fyzz Facility, a prolific financing and production outfit that has invested 
over $285m into 215+ feature films, such as Martin Scorsese’s Silence, the BAFTA nominated The 
Survivalist from Stephen Fingleton and the Cannes Un Certain Regard director prize winning Wind River 
from Taylor Sheridan. 
 
Jones’ upcoming projects include: Scott Mann’s thriller Final Score starring Dave Bautista and Pierce 
Brosnan; The Strangers: Prey at Night starring Christina Hendricks and Martin Henderson; Three Seconds 
starring Rosamund Pike, Joel Kinnaman, Common and Clive Owen; Matthew Heineman’s latest project A 
Private War starring Rosamund Pike and Jamie Dornan, and the upcoming novel adaptation The Last 
Thing He Wanted from director Dee Rees (Mudbound).  


